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With the close collaboration of non-professional Comorian and Malagasy actors from Majunga,
Hachimiya Ahamada invites us to bear witness to an untold and disquieting confict that left an

indelible mark on the inhabitants of Majunga.
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SYNOPSIS

Madagascar. December 1976. A wind of revolt sweeps through the city. Ali, a second-in-
command in a bookbinding workshop, is raising his two daughters alone. One morning, before
going to work, he witnesses what seems to be a simple neighborhood quarrel...
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RESUME
Madagascar. December 1976. A wind of revolt blows over the town of Majunga. Ali, a
Comorian widower with two young daughters, works in a bookbinding workshop. One
morning, he witnesses a neighborly dispute that quickly turns into a racial confict and
escalates abruptly when a strike breaks out. For three days, families of Comorian origin have
been killed in cold blood by a section of the Malagasy population: their own neighbors. Faced
with rising tensions between communities, Ali must protect his daughters.

WORD OF THE DIRECTOR
Through my family, I remain attached to the Comoros Archipelago. Our relationship with exile
is complex: our parents' departures remain open parentheses forever. With my flms, as if trying
to close these parentheses, I wonder about the reasons for the eternal wandering of our
diaspora – sometimes leading to violent clashes (Tanzania 1964/Majunga in 1976/Mayotte at
present).

''Zanatany, When Soulless Shrouds Whisper'' is based on real events and lifts the veil on the
events in Majunga in 1976. The flm recounts the gradual build-up of a tension spreading
through the town until a spark exploded the fraternal harmony between Comorians and
Madagascans. Over the course of three days, several Comorian families were decimated. 
With the collaboration of non-professional Comorian and Malagasy actors from Majunga, we
have reconstructed this shared history in images. Through the eyes of Ali, played by Soeuf
Elbadawi, the only professional actor, we witness the slow fall of his world.

Zanatany is a Malagasy word meaning 'child of the homeland or child of the land'. It was given
to all children born in Madagascar whose parents were foreigners. My mother's family had to
leave the island in a hurry at the time of the events. I wanted to understand the reason for this
history, which had been swept under the carpet.

From the very frst moments of writing, I saw this story told in the form of fction, because I felt
it had more visual force and would be able to retain in memory the images, sensations and
emotions experienced by the inhabitants of Majunga in 1976-1977. Time has erased the traces
of this tragedy. There are no graves or memorial sites. Zanatany, in addition to bearing witness
and reconstructing the past, will leave a flmic imprint of this little-known tragedy: the aim is to
bring this missing image to the surface. To reveal it and fx it so that it is no longer forgotten.





HACHIMIYA AHAMADA'S BIOGRAPHY 
Hachimiya Ahamada studied directing at INSAS, Belgium. Zanatany is her second fction flm.
With this project, she continues her work on the trajectories of the Comorian diaspora to which
she belong. Between fction and observation of reality, she builds a universe whose narrative
deepens her relationship to her roots. Ylang Ylang Residence, her frst short flm, has been
selected many times in international festivals. From the International Critics' Week at the 2008
Cannes Film Festival, to the Arab Film Festival in Oran, including the Journées
Cinématographiques de Carthage Festival in Tunis. 

FILMOGRAPHY
2023 - Zanatany, when soulless shrouds whisper- shortcut fction -25 min 

World Premiere Rotterdam International Film Festival IFFR, 2024.

2011- Ashes of Dreams – documentary – 88 min  

2008- Ylang Ylang Residence – shortcut fction -20 min 
World Premiere Cannes International Critic's Week, 2008.


